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Number of family caregivers of 
adults in the U.S.

40 million

(Valuing the Invaluable: 2015 Update, AARP Public Policy Institute)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parent, spouse, friendover 34 million caring for an adult over 55
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Number of family caregiving
hours provided in a single year

37 billion

(Valuing the Invaluable: 2015 Update, AARP Public Policy Institute)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
100 million combined hours a day
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Estimated economic value of
unpaid family caregiving

$470 billion

(Valuing the Invaluable: 2015 Update, AARP Public Policy Institute)
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ECONOMIC VALUE OF FAMILY CAREGIVING

(AARP Public Policy Institute, 2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How much is 470 billion?This report estimates the economic value of family caregiving at $470 billion in 2013, based on about 40 million caregivers providing an average of 18 hours of care per week to care recipients, at an average value of $12.51 per hour.These estimates are based on a meta-analysis of 11 surveys of family caregivers between 2009 and 2014, adjusted to a common definition: caregiver age 18+; care recipient age 18+; and providing assistance with activities of daily living (ADLs) (such as bathing or dressing) or instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) (such as managing finances or preparing meals), currently or within the last month. 
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of caregivers feel overwhelmed
by loved one’s care needs

55%

(American Psychological Association, Stress in America: Our Health at 
Risk (Washington, DC: Author, 2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caregiving can be especially burdensome for some people when they worry about the range of tasks they are expected to carry out safely and well, and when they do not receive needed training or help in coping with their fears.Institute of Medicine, Dying in America: Improving Quality and Honoring Individual Preferences Near the End of Life (Washington, DC: Author, September 2014). ----2011 National Study of CaregivingOne in four caregivers surveyed said caregiving took an emotional toll and about one in seven cited either financial difficulties or physical problems related to their caregiving responsibilities. About one in six caregivers told researchers that they had more than they can handle, were exhausted at the end of the day, or had little personal time.Those who experienced caregiving as negative and stressful tended to care for recipients with greater limitations or with dementia symptoms, provided more hours of care, or had health problems of their own. Specifically, caregivers with symptoms of depression and anxiety as well as those with their own physical limitations were much more likely to experience caregiving as negative and stressful. 
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of caregivers meet criteria for 
major depression

*compared 6.7% in general adult population

25 to 50%

(Family Caregiver Alliance, 2006)

(Anxiety and Depression Association of America, retrieved 2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies have shown that caregiving for prolonged periods of time can adversely affect both your physical and psychological health.
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(U.S. Census, 2014)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today: 50 million Americans ages 65 and over.By 2030: 70 million Americans ages 65 and older.As our population continues to age, the need for informal caregiving will continue to grow, and so will the need for respite to maintain the health and happiness of family caregivers.
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How can the challenges of 
family caregiving be 

relieved?
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Move loved one to 
assisted living or 
skilled nursing?
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90%

$$$

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP’s 2011 “Aging in Place” survey – 90% of seniors want to stay homeMarty Bell, executive director of the National Aging in Place Council, said that according to council research, care can cost on average $86,000 annually per person in a nursing home, $60,000 for someone in assisted living and $23,000 for someone aging in place at home.“There are a lot of people who argue aging in place is the solution to the sustainability of Medicare and Medicaid, that if enough people could be taught to age in place, and it’s available to them, that it can really bolster the sustainability and strength of the Medicaid and Medicare program,” Bell said. “So it’s kind of a win-win for the individuals and the society as a whole.” Medicaid pays, on average, $150 a day for nursing home care but people without Medicaid could be paying as much as $200 or $300, said David Gifford, MD, MPH, senior vice president of quality and regulatory affairs for the American Health Care Association, which advocates on behalf of the needs of the long-term care community. 
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Caregivers

RESPITE HELPS!

(Cohen and Warren, 1985)

Families

Care Receivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CaregiversReduce stress/stress-related medical conditionsRefresh and bring their “best self”FamiliesFamily functioningLife SatisfactionAttitudes toward Care ReceiversCare ReceiversWiden social net of Care Receivers
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WHAT IS RESPITE?
Dictionary definition of “Respite”

A short period of time when you are able to stop doing something 
that is difficult or unpleasant or when something difficult or 

unpleasant stops or is delayed                                                             
(Merriam-Webster, 2016)

Respite Care
Planned or emergency care provided to a child or adult with      
special needs in order to provide temporary relief to family  

caregivers who are caring for that child or adult.                                                         
(ARCH – Access to Respite Care and Help)
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CAREGIVER TRAINING PROGRAMS
• Focus on teaching the caregiver how to take care of their loved one
• Hospitals refining transition-to-home programs training medical tasks

Caregivers are learning needed skills to care for their loved ones.

But who is helping the caregiver stay afloat?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Programs are not accounting for the stress the caregiver is under.  They teach how to care for care receiver but don’t address the needs of the caregiver for support.
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Headaches

Fatigue

Sleeping Issues
Anxiety

Sadness / Depression

Muscle Tension / Pain

Heart Attack

Irritability / Anger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common Stress Related Conditions common in Caregivers
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REST TO THE RESCUE!

Caregivers reach out to:
• Faith-based organizations

• County Senior Services

• Volunteer Organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soon after Caregivers are home with loved one, start to realizeIsolatedCannot leave care receiver home aloneNeed someone to help give them a break
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REST Companions are trained in 

“Soft Skills”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensory TopicsUnderstanding BehaviorsCultural Diversity and RespectAdapting Activities for Care ReceiverADL Activities
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10 Core Competencies aligned with the
National Respite Guidelines (ARCH)

What is Respite?
The Role of the Respite Worker

Coping Strategies
Caregiver Assessment Confidentiality

Communication 
Tips

First Visit
Leisure Activities

Valuing Differences
Caregiver Thoughts

Activities Universal 
Precautions

Crisis Intervention
Handling Injuries

Understanding 
Behaviors

KEY COMPONENTS OF REST

Creates a STANDARDIZED Respite Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Respite Guidelines – REST Core CompetenciesStandardized training
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CUSTOMIZABLE CURRICULUM
Make REST YOUR Training!

Trainer Stories

Policies and Procedures

REST Companion™ Resources

Enhanced Population-specific Education

Community Resources

Forms
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ONGOING SUPPORT TOOLS
To Mobilize REST SUCCESSFULLY
Trainer Development/Collaboration

Quarterly Conference Calls

Local and National Workgroups

Grant Support

Customized Marketing/Support Materials

Robust Website

Monthly R.A.N. Report
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REST MOBILIZATION

• Prepared to train unlimited REST Companions
• Two-Day Interactive Course
• Full Instructor Kit to run Companion Courses
• 13.5 CEs for nurses & social workers

Train-the-
Trainer 
Course

• Prepared Respite Workers/Volunteers
• 8-Hour Companion Course – Independent Respite 7.0 CEs
• 4-Hour REST Essentials™ – Supervised Group Respite  4.0 CEs
• REST Essentials™ Online Course: 1.5 CEs

Companion 
Course

• Sustainable Statewide Program
• Qualified REST Trainers can become Master Trainers
• Unlimited REST Train-the-Trainer Events with Trainer stipend

Master 
Trainer 
Course
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TRAIN-THE-TRAINER MODEL
1 Master Trainer  10 Trainers  200 REST Companions™ Families Served

REST 
Master 
Trainer

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

Trainer 20 REST 
Companions

UNLIMITED 
FAMILIES
SERVED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to CPR models
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REST PROGRAM IN ACTION

REST Trainers in 29 States
473 REST Trainers Nationwide

4,910 REST Companions Nationwide
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OUTCOMES EVALUATION
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Were skills, knowledge, and confidence retained six months later?

Were REST companions providing respite to families six month later?

How do family caregivers feel about the respite they receive from 
REST companions?

Were the appropriate respite skills, knowledge, and confidence 
gained during the REST companion workshops?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we developed this great program that trains REST companions to provide relief to caregivers in need of a break.  Is it working?Together with our evaluation partner Ackerman Research, we defined 4 evaluation questions that call for the collection of data at various time points throughout the program.  Looking at these data would help us determine the program’s level of impact.Read questions from slide.
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EVALUATION QUESTION

Were the appropriate respite skills, knowledge, and confidence 
gained during the REST companion workshops?

Pre-post Companion 
Workshop Survey

Post-Workshop Core 
Competency Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at question one.Read question again.In order to assess the  amount of learning individuals gained from attending the REST companion workshop, we administered a pre-post survey with attendees.The pre survey was taken by attendees at the beginning of the day before any workshop activities commenced.  The post survey was taken at the end of the day right before they left.  Comparing scores from pretest to postest allowed us to understand the true level of perceived skills, knowledge, and confidence gained from participating in the workshop.After all, participants come from various backgrounds.  For example, some have a health care background and some don’t.  Some have respite experience and some don’t.This pre-post measure allowed us to get a good read controlling for different experiences attendees brought to the workshop.We also wanted a more objective measure of the degree to which core competencies were gained.  For that, we administered an assessment at the finish of the workshop that contains 10 multiple choice questions tapping the 10 areas of core competency.
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1,108 COMPANION WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the different groups who participated in the workshop.We asked some background questions on the pretest form.Rea d charts explaining each bar to compare the percent of attendees with different levels of respite experience and professional care backgrounds.
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1,108 COMPANION WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted to know how often they would be able to serve and their preferred respite assignment.  They could pick more than one assignment.Rea d charts explaining each bar to compare the percent of attendees on how often they would serve and their desired assignments.
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WORKSHOP – SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE GAINED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was the level of skills and knowledge gained in the workshop?We asked attendees to rate their level of skills and knowledge in 12 areas before and after the workshop.  So we are getting their perceptions.  That’s what the blue bars in the first and second columns of the chart are showing.Read a few questions from the survey.The green bars are the most important to look at.  They are showing the amount of perceived skills and knowledge gained from the workshop.As you can see, skills and knowledge grew from pre to post for all areas measured, especially…read top 3 growth areas from chart.Understanding how to keep family info confidential grew the least, but that’s because it was already strong at pretest.
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WORKSHOP – SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE GAINED

Predictive Validity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since attendees came in with varying backgrounds, we would expect individuals with prior respite experience and a professional care background to know more about providing respite care coming into the workshop.As such, we would expect their skills and knowledge to show less growth than other attendees.  That is precisely what we found.Attendees who never provided respite before the workshop showed the most amount of skills and knowledge gained.Attendees with no professional care background showed the most amount of skills and knowledge gained.So our prediction was correct, which suggests our measure has predictive validity and seems to be measuring what we want it to measure.
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WORKSHOP – CONFIDENCE GAINED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was the level of confidence gained in the workshop?We asked attendees to rate their level of concern  regarding 7 areas of providing respite before and after the workshop.  Again, the blue bars in the first and second columns of the chart are showing these scores.Read a few questions from the survey.The green bars are showing change from pre to post test, and in this case we want the scores to go down….because that means concerns are going down.As you can see, concerns decreased from pre to post for all areas measured, especially…read top 3 growth areas from chart.Understanding how to keep family info confidential declined the least, but again that’s because concerns in that area were already low at pretest.
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WORKSHOP – CONFIDENCE GAINED

Predictive Validity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We checked to see if the varying backgrounds of attendees influenced the change in their confidence levels from pre to post workshop.Again, we would expect individuals with respite experience or a personal care background to start out with more confidence than the “no experience” group and therefore show less change.Our prediction was confirmed.Attendees who never provided respite before the workshop showed the biggest decline in their concern levels because they came in with greater concerns.Attendees with no professional care background showed bigger declines in their concern levels compared to folks with a professional care background.So our prediction was correct, which suggests our measure has predictive validity and seems to be measuring what we want it to measure.
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WORKSHOP – CORE COMPETENCY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, we also imposed an objective measure of knowledge gained from the workshop based on the 10 core competencies of respite care.This chart is showing the percentage of workshop attendees who answered each question correctly.  7 out of 10 scored very high, with scores about 88%.The three competencies with lower scores are:Understanding  one’s goal as a respite worker at 77%.  We discovered some folks don’t realize the benefits they receive from being a respite worker.What one can do to help stressed out caregivers at 70%.  We need to be more clear about the steps they can take.What the purpose of the leisure interests survey is at 67%.  Some don’t seem to be understanding that it can be used to find out what the care recipient can do independently.These are areas we need to keep emphasizing trainers cover in the workshop.
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WORKSHOP – CORE COMPETENCY
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WORKSHOP – PARTICIPANT RATINGS

What do you like best about the workshop?
• Group activities, discussions, and opportunities to share experiences.

• Resources and quality of information provided in the training materials.

• Instructors perceived as qualified, knowledgeable, and effective.

What can be done to improve the workshop?
• Adjust the length of the workshop.  Some feel it is too long, others feel it is too short. 

Response:  New 4-hour course called REST Essentials™.  Covers 10 core competencies.
Only for individuals providing respite in a supervised, group setting.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From my knowledge and experience, those in the top two tiers would function as “Ambassadors” of the program and would recommend it to others
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Were skills, knowledge, and confidence retained six months later?

Were REST companions providing respite to families six month later?

Companion six month post-
workshop phone interview
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219 COMPANION INTERVIEWS – 6M FOLLOW UP
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219 COMPANION INTERVIEWS – 6M FOLLOW UP

# Families 
Served

Before
Workshop

After
Workshop

Currently
Serving

Range 1 to 20 1 to 25 1 to 25

Mean 1.78 1.83 1.80

Mode 1 1 1

Hours
Per

Month

Range
Mean
Total

1 to 96
17

679

18 never served before (new recruits)
73 out of 218 companions provided respite since workshop

# Families 
Served

Before 
Workshop

After 
Workshop

Currently 
Serving

Yes
33%No

67%

Have you provided respite since the workshop?

Hours served in 2017 via 
independent program tracking

3233

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topline reasons why people may not be serving:Taking it for CEsOrganization’s leaders take it in order to understand the training but are not planning on servingCaregivers take the course for their own purposesLife gets in the waySometimes it takes time to find the right family RCs want to serve
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS

How do family caregivers feel about the respite they receive 
from REST companions?

Online Family Caregiver 
Survey
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103 FAMILY CAREGIVERS RECEIVING RESPITE
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103 FAMILY CAREGIVERS RECEIVING RESPITE

5.2

3.1

0
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Before respite Receiving respite

Number of stress related symptoms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention % drop from before to after
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103 FAMILY CAREGIVERS RECEIVING RESPITE

3%

4%

12%

56%

26%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Not at all positive

Slightly positive

Moderately positive

Very positive

Extremely positive

Care recipient's opinion of respite experience
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To learn more about REST visit our website at:
w w w.restprogram.org

• Lynn Ackerman
Lead Researcher
lackerman@ackermanresearch.com

Hearing more about our Research?

• Kelly Fitzgerald
REST Training Development Manager
kfitzgerald@restprogram.org

Attending or Hosting a Training?

• Lois Sheaffer
Director of REST
lsheaffer@restprogram.org

Information on Mobilizing REST through your State?

Are you interested in:
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Creating an international network 
of organizations that prepares 

individuals to support caregivers 
through respite.
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